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                              HEAD LOCKING UNITS   

 Agromasters  head locking unit  is  
anti  suffocation  type .

 It  releases the  animal from top & 
bottom side &  is characterized as 
high protection  head locking unit.

 It   is very quite through the use of 
highly durable rubber and synthetic  
materials .

 Also is ideal for keeping  nursing 
animals through additional calf safety 
bars.

Technical Features

 Hot galvanized special construction.
 Stall width / animal  :  62 cm
 Straight axis -  2'' tube , 3 mm 
 Vertical axis  - 1 ½ ''  tube , 3 mm
 Locking lever -  1 ½''  tube , 3mm
 Locking axis - 1'' tube , 3mm It locks  8  

animals at  a time.
 Weight / per place before hot 

galvanization 22 kg. 

Head locking units 
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                            FEEDING BELTS   
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It is an ideal solution for dairy farms that want to dramatically 
reduce the required time for feeding and minimize the 
quantity food that is usually wasted. 

The feeding belt can be placed in the middle of the barn, so 
that animals can be fed from both sides, thus saving lots of 
space 

Advantages

* Reduces dramatically time for feeding
* No labor required
* Offers comfort of work
* Feeding is taking place at a fixed position

Technical Specification  

* Heavy duty construction with SHS
* Internal width of 80 -150 cm
* Both sides are covered by sea wood
* Front Receiver unit is made of stainless steel
* Floor is made of hard plastic
* Belt is pulled by 8 mm chain
* Chain is enfolded in a specially designed pulley
* Automatic operation via photosensor & adjustable speed 



                                   CUBICLES DIVIDERS  

Agromasters cubicle dividers offer maximum 
comfort & flexibility . They can be used with 
any type of bedding material & promote 
quick access everywhere in the farm. 

Animals do not get scared while entering & 
the ''driver tube'' obligating them to take a 
specific place. Cows have longer resting 
time & more space for their heads.    

Technical Features

  Heavy constructed hot galvanized stalls
  It is manufactured from strong and high   
   tensile 2  ''tube 3mm thickness
  Tied up with each other, with  galvanized 
   10 U bolts. 
  Reclining stall weight before galvanization is
   44.6 kg.
  All stalls are  tied each other and bring 
   harmony and elasticity to every animal. 

Cubicle dividers 
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Technical features

 It is a traditional mat composed  of a 6 cells filled with recycles  shredded rubber pieces for 
everlasting softness 

 It can be distributed with  yellow cover composed of a waterproof polyethylene fabric of high 
resistance and breathable that allows to dry quickly and at the same time to drain the urine 
keeping the animal always dry.

 It is 10 cm high , compact and particularly soft, it is the ideal to be installed in flat sleeping 
rooms 

 Dimensions :  175 cm * 125 cm * 10 cm

Sausage matresses 

Sausage matresses with cover   
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 SAUSAGE MATTRESS   



ECO-Matress  is a polyurethane and latex foam mattress covered with a fabric cover for 
zootechnical use, with high strength and good toughness.

Main features

 The mat is designed to guarantee the right balance between softness and resistance to 
loads, avoiding loss of balance and accidents due to accidental falls 

 The mattress has open cell structure allows the passage of air under the animal avoiding 
dangerous irritations to the breasts.

 The quality of the materials used guarantee resistance and efficiency over time
 The "ECO MATRESS "  is made of an expanded material with high thermal insulation that 

isolates the animal from the cold of concrete surfaces and keeps cool in summer.
 The flow of urine on a surface free of dents allows you to keep the animal always clean and 

drastically reduces the time of cleaning and maintenance.

ECO matresses 
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 ECO MATTRESS 



Agromasters  manufactures and offers complete solutions for 
Storing,  transfering and processing cereals before being 
delivered to animals .

Transfering & storing cereals
It includes a 12-meter Screw conveyor (Φ150) which is used 
to load Fiber glass silos of various sizes .

Forwarding cereals from silos to milling machine
It includes Screw conveyors (3 m) which are placed 
underneath each silo and transfering cereals  to a volumetric 
(1 tone ) .

Cereals processing
Cereals are  being cut at the interior of milling machine. From      
there are being forwarded to a 1 or 2-tones mixer .

 Screw conveyor 12 m

 Screw conveyor 3 m
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EQUIPMENT FOR STORAGING , PROCESSING 
& TRANSPORTING CEREALS
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Volumetric  .Volumetric of 500 -100 kg  capacity .

Hammer Mill. Agromasters manufactures robust Feed Mills with superior efficiency. They can 
mill 1 tone of fodder within 40 min. It is a product with optimum feed consistency and very quiet 
operation. Operating via 12,5 Hp  3 phase electrical motor.

Mixer. Mixers are of 1 or 2 tones capacity and provided with special hopper for optional 
discharge of non millable products. It is operating with a 3 phase  7,5 hp electrical motor .With 
agromasters Mixer mixing duration is minimized . Its operation contributes in Dust-free dosing .

*Precise Weighting from 500 kg to 5 tones of load 
*Material :  Aluminum or Stainless steel 
*Electronic display 
*4 high quality load cells 

Floor Scales

Milling & mixing equipment ( 1 tone ) 

MILLING , MIXING EQUIPMENT, SCALES 



It boosts milk production by improving animal circulation & stopping the spread of disease.

It helps the cow to keep clean & calm, Increase milk production and decrease mastitis.

Remove scales and dust from the skin. Starts rotation on contact. Reverses every 90 
seconds for even brush wear. One brush is recommended for every 50-60 cows.
 
Technical Features

 Dimension : 50x100cm
 Weight : 75 Kg
 Power : 0,5Cv
 Motor :  220 volt - 50/60 Hz
 Power consumption : 0,37Kw

Vertical Brush       

Single Brush 
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BRUSHES 



Stainless steel water trough 

Stainless steel Drinking bowl Cast iron Drinking bowl 
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 Agromasters water trough is  an animal-friendly product without salient edges 

nor corners .It is exclusively made of stainless steel and is 2.5 meters long . It 

consists of a float valve with water flow up to 40 l/min. 

It consists of water heating system as well ( optionally) . It is a Water-saving flat 

drinking trough .

 Large drinking bowl made of cast iron
(Bowl capacity 1.45 litres)

 Stainless steel nose paddle 
 Weight 3,7 kg
 For wall and tube mounting
 High water flow of 14 l/min given 5 bar (73psi) 
 Quick water flow regulation possibility

under the tongue

 It is made of stainless steel SS 304, 1mm
 Capacity approx. 2.5L
 Automatically fills according to float level
 Adjustable float mechanism
 Drainage bung
 Slopes from back to front to allow easy 

access for animals and simplified cleaning
 Wall mountable (bolts not included)
 Hinged cover to protect float assembly

                         WATER TROUGHS, DRINKING BOWLS    



Ceiling Fans    

Technical features

 Axial high-tension Ventilators ( of High - torque)
 Frame made of hot galvanized sheet metal 275gr / m2 thickness 0.8 -1.5mm
 Stainless steel impeller  430VA  with 1.2mm thickness
 Double Bearings waterproofing 4RS for the impeller. 
 Centrifuge mechanism made of  70% nylon - 30% fiberglass and consists of  

SS304 SS shaft
 High quality electrical motor (Siemens)  & Belt  from Japanese Mitshubishi

Up to 7 meter in diameter, Ceiling 
fans use small 1 HP or 2 HP motors 
&  specially engineered air foils 
inspired by airplane wings. The air 
foils feature winglets that create 
deep, steady jets of air across and 
around cattle, providing comfort in all 
areas of a facility.

Agromasters innovative design creates 
dramatic results. A single Ceiling  fan 
can replace up to dozens of small fans, 
significantly reducing energy 
consumption with its low-horsepower 
motor . Ceiling fans produce optimal 
breezes , increasing productivity and 
comfort for cows and humans alike.
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Square Fans   

VENTILATION SYSTEMS  



Hydraulic Scraper unit  “Destroyer”   

Agromasters Scraper unit is designed to clean effectively passageways 
with manure   2 or 3 times a day (predefined by the user ) .    

Scraper Unit 

Manufactured from heavy duty materials &  is fully hot galvanized. 
Agromasters Scraper is designed to operate in extreme conditions and 
ensures  trouble free operation for many years.

When it goes forward the manure is collected and fed to a culvert. The 
scraper unit then reverses to its initial position

During its operation animals are not stressed, and they can easily move 
away or step over it.

Due to its flexible construction the scraper adapts automatically to 
possible Inclination towards the middle of the gangway.  lateral flaps are 
opening automatically on the way backwards.
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HYDRAULIC SCRAPER 



 HYDRAULIC SCRAPER     

Oil Cylinder      

Hydraulic power unit      

Hydraulic power unit      

The whole system is operated by a low noise hydraulic 
power unit connected to an Oil cylinder for each 
passage. 

The hydraulic power unit is designed for long and 
trouble free life with low noise level. It is protected by a 
suction and return filtration system, helping to extend 
the lifetime of all components

The hydraulic cylinder is connected to a Central truck 
system  that moves back and forth, moving the scraper 
unit in steps along the passageway. 

Central truck system    

Bottom truck  is made of UPN 180 (type iron), 3 mm thickness.  It is placed inside the floor 
before building work being done. Bottom track bridges any cracks, gaps or unevenness in the floor. 

Top truck  is made of UPN 100 (type iron), It is fitted over bottom truck  in order to slide better, 
resulting in reduced wear and so giving a longer service life. Top truck is  the drive unit of
the scraper . 

Central truck system 
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The auger is the device that separates 
the manure in a liquid and solid fraction . 
Agromasters separator is of type 
screw-press . The axis of the separation 
chamber is tilted upward. The raw 
sewage is pumped into the separation 
chamber.

Α stainless steel screw, pushes the 
product towards the outlet. During 
transport of the product the sewage 
is screened by stainless steel 
?lters. The separator uses a single 
stainless steel ?lter.

The liquid part juice from the inside of the 
?lter, is collected in the separation 
chamber and ?ows out from the lower 
part of the chamber itself. The solid part 
comes instead from the mouth in the 
upper part of the room.

The solid is pressed by the thrust of 
the screw towards the ejector tube. 
The ability to adjust the speed of 
rotation of the auger and the 
pressure of the disc toward the 
outlet, allow to vary the 
characteristics of the separate 
product (wetter or drier) and the 
quantity of product treated.

Manure seperator     

Mixer     Pump & Oxygenerator      
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 MANURE SEPERATORS    



The mixers guarantee high reliability. They are manufactured in various 
lengths (from 1 to 5 m) and have various engine according to the 
characteristics of use required.

They can be supplied either galvanized or stainless steel.For the correct 
mounting are also available various types of media both in hot galvanized steel 
or stainless steel.

The pump is a viable solution for automatic feeding the Manure seperator with the 
proper quantity liquids. At the bottom of the pump are integrated stainless steel knives 
that cut any possible pieces of solid manure at the bottom of the tank .

The pump provides high reliability for  intensive and demanding use  It is 
manufactured in various lengths (from 1 to 5 m) .The Pump is supplied either 
galvanized or stainless steel. For the correct fastening of the pump , they are also 
available various types of supports 

It  is also possible to equip the pump with an oxygenator. The oxygenerator 
removes any possible odors & feeds with oxygen the manure tank .

Mixer     

Pump & Oxygenerator      
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MIXER , OXYGENERATOR & PUMP    



The agromasters Milk Trolley  is an advanced solution for transporting and distributing milk (pasteurized or 

powder) to calf boxes feeders .

Milk trolley is available with the ELECTRICAL DRIVE option. The advanced distribution system permits to 

distribute the exact quantity for each calf in a precise and repeatable manner. The reconstitution of the milk 

powder is made simple through the effective agitation 
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Technical Features 

 Capacities: 160 and 210 l. 
 Drive:  manual or electric with battery
 SS container with simple or insulated wall 
 Electronic distribution system. Possibility to 

choose the distribution quantity, ergonomic 
nozzle, auto washing program.

 SS Auxiliary mixer to dissolve milk powder.
 Auxiliary electric heating (optional), useful to 

heat the calves milk , by setting the required 
temperature & time.
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Calf feeder       

Calf Boxes       

Technical Features

 Dimensions: 1,75 m (L)x 1,30 m (W) x 1,5 m (H)
 WeighT :35 kg
 Raw Material :Lineer Polyethylene
 Provides continuously fresh air & plenty of 

space to move.
 It is made from one-piece polyethylene plastic.
 It has adjustale ventilation area at top section.
 Cold-proof in winter. Hot-proof in summer
 Lightweight easy to carry.
 Easy to observe calves individually
 Unbreakable

 CALF FEEDER , CALF BOXES  



Agromasters offers a wide range of high quality  Milk cooling Tanks  from 2000 L 
up to 10000 L

Benefits 

 Compact design.
 Rapid and efficient cooling.
 Low energy operating costs.
 High-quality materials and quality craftsmanship.
 Digital temperature indication.
 Available in a wide range of capacities.

Technical Features 

 Robust design , constructed from AISI 304 grade stainless steel
 Switchable evaporator bottoms ensures faster cooling & low energy costs
 Optimum tank design with flatter bottom for early cooling 
 Smooth inner surface for ease of cleaning.
 Adjustable legs ensures even weight distribution even on uneven surfaces
 Computerized calibrated dip stick with accuracy of 0.1%
 Stainless steel ladder for closed type tanks allowing safe access to manhole
 Automatic washing system with detergent dosing system
 Digital temperature indication.
 3.25”(DN80) Stainless steel milk outlet with 2.5” butterfly valve & plug.
 Seamless outer casing.
 Distribution of weight and floor load.
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Closed type 
Milk Cooling Tank

 MILK COOLING TANKS   



www.agromasters.gr
e-mail: info@agromasters.gr

Office: Esopou 22, P.C : 54627 Thessaloniki, Greece
Τel:  +30 2310 520820 , 550992

Fax: +30 2310 518874

Factory: Korifi , P.C: 59300 Imathia, Greece 
Tel:  +30 23330 41123

Agromasters is a leading construction company in the field of animal husbandry equipment. It 
was founded in 1978 by Charalampos Baltatzis.

Our wide range of products consists of milking systems for cows, sheep & goats, a wide range of 
milking components, milk cooling tanks, feeding belts , manure handling systems, barn 
equipment and many others. All products are produced under strict development processes and 
quality control.

Our company’s manufacturing department includes CAD designing work, steel & stainless steel 
machining & fabrication, electrical and electronic design and manufacturing, marketing and 
Installation.

THE COMPANY   
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